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What Events Lurk Inside
the Wave Function?



1.  Quantum theory describes the evolution of states���
           living in a Hilbert space H, obeying���

 Schrödinger’s equation                          .���
 

2.  We are given dim(H), the Hamiltonian H, and���
 some specific state         . ���

(Or maybe no time evolution or Hamiltonian, but ���
 a density operator ρ, and time emerges.)���

 
3.  Emergent “regions of space” are described by���

 finite-dimensional factors of Hilbert space. 

|��

|�0�

Everything else is derived. We don’t “quantize” anything. 

Mad-Dog Everettianism (MDE) 



What about observables? 

Easy: observables are “all self-adjoint operators on our 
finite-dimensional factors of H.” 
 
If H were infinite-dimensional, we would need to  
specify some C*-algebra. But it’s not, at least for each 
factor. 
 
What about local observables? 
Might not be unique – e.g. dualities 
such as Bose/Fermi or AdS/CFT. 
 
What we choose to call a “local observable” should be 
derived from our state and Hamiltonian. 



Why finite-dimensional Hilbert space? 

1.  The maximum entropy S you can ���
   fit in a region is a black hole.���
 

2.  Maximum-entropy configurations ���
 correspond to Hilbert space ���
 factors with dim(H) = eS.���

 
3.  Black hole entropy is finite: S = A/4G.���

 
4.  Therefore, every region is described by a finite-���

 dimensional Hilbert space. 
 
à QFT and Lorentz invariance are approximations. 



What needs to be derived 

•  System/environment split (set selection) 
•  Pointer states (robust, classical) 
•  Branching structure 
•  What “happens”? 
•  Born rule for probabilities  
•  Space 
•  Local observables 
•  Effective field theory 
•  Lorentz invariance 
•  Spacetime curvature 
•  Gravity (Einstein’s equation) 



What “happens” in the wave function? 

[Boddy, Carroll & Pollack 2014] 

Naively: given state      , probability of “fluctuating”  
into      is given by            .     
 
Better: that’s the probability of an observer measuring 
the state to be in     . Not the probability of a fluctuation. 
 
In a stationary state, nothing “fluctuates into existence”; 
the quantum state is the same at all times. 
 
E.g. in the true Bunch-Davies de Sitter 
vacuum, we don’t need to worry about  
Boltzmann Brains. 
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[Lloyd, in prep] 

Alternative view: almost everything happens! Just find a  
set of decoherent histories. 
 
E.g. “phase states” in a  simple harmonic oscillator: 
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Even in the ground state, there are infinite sets of  
dynamical histories that do decohere. 



“Happening” as in “being experienced by an observer”  
requires an arrow of time (wave function branching) 

| i = (|+iS + |�iS)|0iA|e⇤iE

Traditional measurement process requires: 
 

 (1) an apparatus in a “ready” state; 
 (2) a large, low-entropy environment;  
 (3) absence of initial entanglement between S/A/E.���
  (past hypothesis) 

! |+iS |+iA|e+iE + |�iS |�iA|e�iEdecoherence 

! (|+iS |+iA + |�iS |�iA)|e⇤iEpre-measurement 

ready 
state 

Records stored redundantly in fragments of the environment. 
[cf. Reidel, Zurek, Zwolak 2013; Aaronson 2013] 



Set selection problem: system/environment split 

[Kent & Dowker 1996; Riedel] 

We always start by factorizing H into system & environment. 
Then we can define pointer states, branching, etc. 
 
 
But who picks this decomposition? Can easily re-arrange: 
 
 
 
Part of the problem of identifying local observables. 
 
System/environment split is usually implicitly based on  
what we “quantized.” Not an allowed move in Mad-Dog  
Everettianism, which is strictly Hilbert-space based. 

H = HS �HE
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equilibration 

= 

[Singh & Carroll, in cogitation] 

Proposal: system/environment split determined by 
demanding that decoherence is fast, but branching is rare. 

Reduced density matrix: 



A generalized Born Rule 

[Sebens & Carroll 2014; cf. Zurek, Vaidman] 

Branching induces self-locating uncertainty: which  
branch am I on? 

Epistemic Separability Principle: credences you assign 
to different branches are independent of the rest of 
the quantum state. 
 
Born Rule immediately follows, and generalizes to  
multiple classical observers in each branch. 



Emergent space 

Traditional QFT: nearby regions are 
more entangled than faraway ones.���
���
So let’s try defining distance via 
entanglement of factors of Hilbert 
space, using mutual information. 

We use classical multidimensional 
scaling to recover the dimensionality 
of space in known, simple examples. 

d(A,B) � � log (SA + SB � SAB)

[Cao, Carroll, & Michalakis 2016] 



Bulk emergent gravity 

[cf. Swingle 2009; Van Raamsdonk 2010; Faulkner et al. 2014; Jacobson 2015] 

Modular Hamiltonian of a density operator:                          . 
 
Entanglement First Law: 
 
 
 
Changing entanglement changes spatial curvature at p: 
 
 
 
Fearlessly covariantize, in infrared CFT limit: 
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1
Z
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[Cao, Carroll, & Michalakis 2016] 



Cosmic no-hair from the Second Law of Thermodynamics 

[Carroll & Chatwin-Davies, in prep] 

Generalized Second Law: 
 
 
 
Cosmological version defined on a “Q-screen.” 
 
Then assuming Sgen approaches a finite maximum, an  
anisotropic Bianchi metric 
 
 
approaches de Sitter (without using Einstein’s equation): 

Sgen = Sthermo +
A

4G
,

dSgen

dt
� 0

[Bousso &  
 Englehardt 2015] 

ds2 = �dt2 + a2
x(t)dx2 + a2

y(t)dy2 + a2
z(t)dz2

ax(t), ay(t), az(t)� eH�t



An upper bound on inflationary e-foldings 

[Bao, Cao, Carroll & McAllister, in prep] 

Described by a quantum circuit. 
 
Today S ~ 10122 qubits are entangled. 
 
Can only sensibly trace evolution into the past as long as 
at least one qubit is entangled. This upper-bounds the  
total e-folds of expansion to Ntot < 140, corresponding to 

Ninflation � 75 e�folds

“Expansion of space” 

Entanglement of initially 
unentangled “ancilla” degrees of freedom. 


